MLA Works Cited Page Citation for EBSCOHost Article

Citation at a glance: Article from a database (MLA)
To cite an article from a database in MLA style, include the following elements:

1. Author [last name, first name.]
2. Title of article [in quotation marks – period to the left of the end quotation mark]
3. Name of periodical [in italics], volume and issue numbers [#.#]
4. Date of publication [in parentheses followed by a colon]
5. Inclusive pages [followed by a period]
6. Name of database [in italics followed by a period]*
7. Medium of database [Web.]
8. Date of access [day, month abbreviated, year.]

*When using EBSCOhost, list which online database was used, such as PsycINFO or Academic Search Premier.

Example 1:
Jenson, Jill D. “It’s the Information Age, so Where’s the Information?”


Example 2:

